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Text, Dates, and Functions
Last month we began to look at more

that manipulate date and text chal-

would use a field name. Figure 1 gives

complex functions to cover various situa-

lenges. You may encounter dates stored

an example of using the LEFT function to

tions that may arise when working in

as text, you may want only a portion of

get an employee’s first initial and com-

Access. As you build your function

the date such as the month or year, or

bine it with a period, a space, and the

knowledge, you’ll find that you can mix

you may want to use only a portion of

last name.

and match these as needed. One funda-

the text that’s currently in a single field.

mental thing to remember is that if you

The main functions that help you manip-

Making a Date

don’t have the data in the form you

ulate text and dates include the LEFT,

Text functions can also be used to create

want, look for a function to help you

RIGHT, MID, MONTH, and YEAR func-

a date and update a field with a Date

transform it. If one step doesn’t work,

tions (see Table 1). The great thing about

data type. You can build a date from a

break it down into two or three or more

these functions is that they are aptly

Month, Day, and Year field using

steps until you have what you want.

named.

concatenation:

As you begin to work with data from
a variety of sources, you’ll often find that

Text Functions

the data isn’t in the form that you need

Text functions allow you to use only a

in order to accomplish your goals. This

portion of the contents of a text field.

month we’ll look at additional functions

Functions can be used wherever you

Birthday:[Month]&”/”&[Day]&
”/”&[Year]
Sometimes a date is inaccurately
imported into a number field. When this
happens, the leading zero also may be
dropped. For example January 1, 2010,
might be stored as 1012010. At first

Table 1. Text and Date Functions

glance, this doesn’t even look like a

Name

Arguments

Example

LEFT

([Field Name], # of characters on left)

Middle Initial:Left([FirstName],1)

RIGHT

([Field Name], # of characters on right)

LastFourDigitsOfSSN:
Right([SocialSecurityNumber],4)

cussed last month) to add the leading

MID

([Field Name], Starting Position, # of

Day for a text date MMDDYYYY:
MID([TextDate],3,2)

RIGHT, and MID functions to update a

MONTH

([DateField])

BirthMonth:Month([Birthdate])

had the leading zeros for seven-digit

YEAR

([DateField])

YearHired: Year([HireDate])

date text, the LEFT function found the

date. I recently encountered this exact
situation. I used the LEN function (diszero to the date field and then the LEFT,
new date field (date data type). Once I

two characters that were the month, the
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January 2010

Figure 1. First Initial and Last Name Concatenation

tle lengthy, but it saves lots of time when
you have thousands of records.

Date Functions
Date functions allow you to use only a
portion of a date, for example, if you
only want the month so that you can
find all the people with January birthdays
or anniversaries. These helpful functions
can be used in a wide variety of ways in
reports or queries. They work in a very
similar way in Excel, so once you know
them for Access, you may want to
experiment with using them in Excel,
too!
Next month we’ll take a look at creating more complex reports and using control properties to customize your
reports. SF
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